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7621 Multi-Flex hose pipe

Item Number

G7621 15 15m 13mm 1/2˝

G7621 30 30m 13mm 1/2˝

G7621 50 50m 13mm 1/2˝

  Quality 1/2˝ bore hose pipe ideal for general outdoor use. Triple layered 
with polyester reinforcement for extra strength and resistance to 
twisting and stretching. Abrasion resistant PVC outer for long life. 
Burst pressure 28 bar. 

7625 Pro-Flex hose pipe

Item Number

G7625 15 15m 13mm 1/2˝

G7625 30 30m 13mm 1/2˝

G7625 50 50m 13mm 1/2˝

G7625 75 75m 13mm 1/2˝

Top quality 1/2˝ bore hose pipe ideal for the professional user. 
Superior elasticity of the thick PVC layers gives more fl exibility at 
low temperatures. Polyester reinforcement gives extra strength and 
resistance to twisting and stretching. Burst pressure 35 bar. 1/2˝ and 
3/4˝ bore. 

7626 Pro-Flex hose pipe

Item Number

G7626 15 15m 19mm 3/4˝

G7626 30 30m 19mm 3/4˝

G7626 50 50m 19mm 3/4˝

   3/4˝ bore. Specifi cations as per G7625. 

Hose Accessories

7912 Spray nozzle

Item Number

G7912 spray nozzle

 Adjustable spray fi tting with male end. Simple turn adjustment varies 
fl ow from “off” through spray to hard jet. 

7943 Spray gun

Item Number

G7943 spray gun

  Comfortable ergonomic design with lockable on/off trigger and 
precise easy to use spray to jet adjustment. 

7945 Rose spray

Item Number

G7945 900mm 36˝

 Diffuses water through hundreds of holes to provide a gentle spray 
pattern, suitable for delicate plants. 36˝ long reach arm, lightweight 
design and comfort grip ensure ease of use in all watering situations. 
On/off volume control. 

7755 Lawn sprinkler
pulse jet

Item Number

G7755BI lawn sprinkler

Full or part circle pulse jet, 450m² coverage. All parts are resistant 
to corrosion and oxidisation. Self-lubricating mechanism. Adjustable 
to suit water pressure available and force of jet. Pulse head sits on a 
330mm extension and ground spike.  

7756 Lawn sprinkler
oscillating

Item Number

G7756BI lawn sprinkler

 Robust yet economical sprinkler. Aluminium arm has 16 jets giving 
a maximum coverage of 200m² at a 5 bar pressure. Adjustable to 4 
modes of spread: full, right, left or centre. Filter in inlet. Supplied with 
brass male connector. 

7915

7903 / 

7933

7924 / 

7932

7903 / 

7933

7907

7903 / 

7933

7913

7912

Hose Pipes

C.K watering systems 
represent the very 
best in tough, 
long lasting water 
management systems.

Compatible with 1/2˝ and 3/4˝ hoses, 
the range is carefully engineered to 
be confi gurable to any application.

Order Online 
www.carlkammerling.com
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Hose Connectors

7900 Hose connectors display

Item Number

G7900ALS complete display

contains

Item Number
 

G7903 hose end connector 1/2˝ 12

G7904 male hose connector 1/2˝ 6

G7905 full hose connector 1/2˝ 6

G7907 double male connector 1/2˝ 6

G7907Y three way male connector 1/2˝ 6

G7912 spray nozzle 1/2˝ 6

G7913 automatic water stop 1/2˝ 6

G7915 50 threaded tap connector 1/2˝ 6

G7915 62 threaded tap connector 5/8˝ 6

G7915 75 threaded tap connector 3/4˝ 6

G7916 50 internal threaded connector 1/2˝ 3

G7916 75 internal threaded connector 3/4˝ 3

G7918 two way tap connector 3/4˝ 3

G7919 tap union standard bore 3

G7924 hose repairer 1/2˝ 6

G7928 tap union large bore 3

G7943 spray gun 6

7903/33 Hose end connector

Item Number

G7903 1/2˝ hose end connector

G7933 3/4˝ hose end connector

   Simple and easy to use, pull release connector. Used at both ends of 
the hose. Two sizes available. 

7904/34 Male hose connector

Item Number

G7904 1/2˝ male hose connector

G7934 3/4˝ male hose connector

Two sizes available, both unite with G7903, G7913 & G7933. 

7905 Full hose connector

Item Number

G7905 1/2˝ full hose connector

 Two piece connector suitable for extension/reduction of hose length. 
Includes G7903 and G7904. 

7907 Double male connector

Item Number

G7907 1/2˝ double male connector

This connector joins two female ends (i.e. G7903), usually to extend a 
length of hose. 

7907Y Three way male 
connector

Item Number

G7907Y 1/2˝ three way male connector

“Y” shaped hose connector to connect three separate hoses. 

7913 Automatic water stop

Item Number

G7913 1/2˝ water stop

 Connects to all fi ttings with male end ie: sprinklers, nozzles, spray guns 
etc. Breaking the connection automatically cuts off the fl ow of water. 

7915 Threaded tap connector

Item Number

G7915 50 1/2˝ tap connector

G7915 62 5/8˝ tap connector

G7915 75 3/4˝ tap connector

  Suitable for threaded taps. Screwed onto the tap, the connector 
provides a quick coupling to the system. 

7916 Internal thread connector

Item Number

G7916 50 1/2˝ thread connector

G7916 75 3/4˝ thread connector

Will adapt non conforming accessories to the Brass Inter-lock® system. 

7918 Two way threaded tap 
connector

Item Number

G7918 3/4˝ two way threaded tap connector

Tap connector for 3/4˝ screw taps. Outlet for two hoses with 
separate valves. 

7919/28 Smooth tap 
connector

Item Number

G7919 standard bore

G7928 large bore

Tightens to smooth bore taps by screw clip. Two sizes available. 

7924/32 Hose repairer

Item Number

G7924 1/2˝ hose repairer

G7932 3/4˝ hose repairer

Repairs split hose using one simple pull release connector. 
Two sizes available. 

7980 Spare "o" rings

Item Number

G7980 spare "o" rings

 Pack of 20 “O” rings to replace worn rings on connectors. 

The range of C.K hose connectors is precision 
engineered to be long lasting and leak free. The 
fi ttings are solid brass, so are much more hard wearing 
than plastic systems, and are rust resistant. They are 
compatible with all popular makes of hoses of both 1/2˝ 
and 3/4˝ bores.


